The Coming of the Arabs to the Sudan
day), to the west an almost waterless desert. This king-
dom had been founded upon the ruins of the old Meroitic
system in the 6th century a.d., and converted to Christian-
ity shortly afterwards by a priest sent thither by Theodora*
the Empress of Justinian. Its people were negroids, a
blend of pre-dynastic Egyptian and Libyan stocks diluted
by many centuries of negro admixture from the South.
For some 600 years after the Arab conquest of Egypt—•
a period, be it remembered, as long as that between the
accession of Edward III and the present year of grace—
this barrier held, though latterly there was heavy seepage.
Then, in the 13th and 14th centuries it crumbled away
entirely.
The course of events may be roughly summarised as
follows :—
As soon as 'Amru ibn el 'Asi had taken possession of
Egypt he sent 20,000 Arabs under 'Abdulla ibn Sa'ad to
invade Nubia. A tribute of slaves was imposed, but the
expedition does not appear to have advanced any distance
up stream. Ten years later, 'Abdulla, now Governor of
Upper Egypt as far as Aswan, made a second expedition
which penetrated as far as Dongola and destroyed the
church there. A treaty of peace and security was then
made. Its terms, remarkable for their moderation, pre-
cluded either party from settling in the territory of the
other, ensured protection for the mosque which had been
built on the outskirts of Dongola, and provided for the
payment of a yearly tribute of 360 slaves. This treaty,
with interludes of trouble, remained in being for about
six centuries. It probably owed much of its permanence
to the fact that, in return for the payment of the tribute,
the recipients were wont each year to give handsome
presents to the Nubian chiefs.
For a century or two after the conclusion of this agree*
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